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In the history of wooden new-year pictures, Shanghai Jiujiaochang
new-year pictures, opening a new chapter. Jiujiaochang new-year

pictures were both traditional and fresh. Though they were now a little
outdated as time went by, they were stil worth appreciating with their
beautiful pictures, exquisite craftsmanship and conception.
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Jiujiaochang new-year picture in the late Qing dynansty-
Acrobatics in Yu Garden,
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During the period of Emperor Daoguang,painters coming from Taohuaqu of Suzhou
came to Shanghai. making and sellng new-year

pictures, At the end of the Taiping Rebellion. the

government encircled Suzhou, burning almost all
the pictures in the shops, Therefore, a lot of Tao-

huawu painters had to make a living in Shanghai.

Their shops in Shanghai were mostly located in
jiujiaochang around God's temple in Shanghai

town (now jiujiaochang road in Huangpu dis-
trict), Up until the reign of Emperor Tongzhi and
Guangxu, picture shops of different sized opened

up one after another. forming a picture street in

the old town, These pictures were named "jiujia-

ochang new-year pictures" or "xiaoxiaochang
new-year pictures",Some jiujiaochang new-year
pictures inherited the tradition of Taohuawu. in-
cluding door-gods, Buddha, characters in operas,
mythos, auspicious pictures and so on, Those

pictures were very common and popular, cater-
ing to people's hope of getting rid of evil spirits,
Therefore, their sellng was stable and consistent.
However. only those innovative new-year pictures

could win a surprise success in fierce commercial

competition,

Since Shanghai became a commercial city af-

ter the Opium War, it was no longer an important

county "small Suzhou" at the south of the Changji-

ang River. but a bustling metropolis with numer-
ous tall buildings, Besides those who celebrated
Chinese New Year Festival. some Shanghai resi-

dents celebrated Christmas, Therefore. new-year

pictures became tinted with some "Shanghai fea-

tures", Those features reflected their new perspec-

tives on traditional aesthetic and their acceptation

of new things, For example. maid-and-children

new-year pictures contained some innovative
perception while new-year pictures on news and
Shanghai scenery had some visual impact.

Maid-and-children new-year pictures

Traditional themes of new-year pictures are
maids and children, which are commonly referred
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new-year picture Yaochi Xianshou produced in Taohuawu in the earty Qing
dynasty



to as "beauty-and-child picture", Mainly about
real women and children, those pictures describe
harmonious and happy scenes, expressing hope
for happy life and prosperous prosperity, There
are a lot of new-year pictures on these themes in

Jiujiaochang. Maid-and-children pictures made by
Xiang Mengjiao are very typical and classic,

Maid-and-children pictures by Xiang Mengjiao

also reflected the change in appreciating the
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new-year picture Circus by Werstern Chiarini printed by Wenyizhai in 1890

beauty of women in the late Qing dynasty, For ex-

ample, Xijin Qianhua describes women's dressing

and making up after they have bathed, In the pic-

ture, women make up and comb their hair leisure-

ly, full of charm and innocence, Wener hesuohao
is about a young mother breastfeeding her child;

huyi huayin chuxianhou is about a beauty em-

broidering mandarin ducks, showing the warmth
of family, love and tolerance of a woman, and the
happiness of a lot of posterity,

Calendar pictures

Among traditional new-year pictures, one
kind is calendar pictures about the farming and

folk customs, such as Jiujiu Xiaohan and Spring
Ox in which the 24 solar terms are included. In
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Spring Ox, there is a spring ox representing the

four seasons and a cowboy representing the god

of farming. Those calendar pictures served as the
forecast of climate, rain, farming, harvest and so
on, Going into the market before winter solstice,
they are very useful for farmers and convenient
for urban residents to know the change of climate,
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new-year picture Huwen Huayin Chuxianhou painted by Xiang Mengjiao in
1901.
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new-year picture Xijin Qianhua painted by Xiang Mengjiao in 1901.
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Moreover, some interesting contents are always

added into these calendar pictures,

Spring Ox in the 28th Year Under the Reign

of Emperor Guangxu printed by Feiyingge in Jiu-

jiaochang was typical of this kind, This was an
exquisite new-year picture in terms of its concept,

layout and craftsmanship, The color was simple

and elegant without being monotonous, It was
also harmonious and refined, representing the
sensibility, reservation and smartness of southern

new-year pictures,

there was another new-year picture named
"huaying yuefenpai", a rare wooden calendar new-

year picture, "Hua" represented China while "ying"

represented western world, The so-called "huay-

ing yuefenpai" was to add western calendar to

Chinese lunar calendar on the new-year picture.
In the leased territory where the interaction with
foreigners became more frequently, western cal-

endar was in urgent need, giving rise to "huaying

yuefenpai",

New-year pictures about news

Since the Opium war, Chinese feudal society
of more than 2000 years had suffered a great im-

pact. In such a volatile situation, different schools
of new thoughts and new things began to draw

people's attention and the focus of their discus-
sion, Jiujiaochang wooden new-year pictures pro-

duced in a special environment Shanghai became

a typical tool to reflect war, record important
historical evnets and publicize newly emerging

things,

Wusong railway, the earlIeset operating rail-

way in China, was built in 1872, It was demol-
ished later but rebulL Therefore, since railway
and train came up in China, they were considered

as something new, In the picture Train from Su-

5~QVjfflti§ ~ffM*!f$0EJ7f~)
1fi§'inìfilif~¡'m, 1Emì-mM:ll!fpOO£1i. i§,**!f$, Q,$, A;I$15a1ll!!, iì13.fïfPf.hfii:l't5lA, 1!i\liIfTIJITx, 1~H;;.
new-year picture Train from Suzhou Railway Company to Wusong produced in Suzhou in the late Qing dynasty,
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new-year picture Spring Ox printed by Feiyingge in 1902 during the reign of
Emepror Guangxu in the Qing dynasty
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inscription of "printed by Wang Rongxing in Gusu" in the late Qing dynasty
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Unrivaled Rabbit Latern in Latern Festival painted by Wu Youru
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zhou Railway Company to Wusong, there are
train, carriages and two-wheeled carts, reflecting

the advance of the coastal transportation, Besides,

there are Indians and other foreigners in the pic-

ture, vividly showing the complicated society at
that time,

Even at present, to incoporate western ele-

ments into traditional new-year pictures is every
creative and suprising, Therefore, new-year pic-

tures of this kind were popular and expensive
at that time. Those new-year pictures reflecting

urban life and fresh things were special products
under the influence of western civilization, They

became the most convenient and typical trans-
mission of news in China at the end of the Qing

dyansty, where transportation was backward and
photographing was not popular. With the spread
of new-year pictures, new things in the costal city
came into the sight of the inlanders and remote
farmers, ~

..~IBl3Mi§ ~91jja;1&'
new-year picture Caiyuan Maosheng produced in Jiujiaochang in Shanghai

~p:il ~~lS ~11i It i- -L ~

~~iji§ ~11ìifi*mæ'
new-year picture Tea House in Qingliange produced in Jiujiaochang in Shanghai
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"Life and Art of Zhang Daqian" opens in Capital Museum
in late 2011, The exhibition consists of two parts:
"Quintessence of Zhang Daqian's Art", which shows his
imitated works of ancient masters as well as his own style,
and "Charisma of Zhang Daqian", which exhibits the
works of Zhang's friends to show Zhang's social life and
charisma,

m 1 Oifiì ~5K;iT-~j§Z;*§)IW¡¡~ zÆ', (;i

T-~W--~;iT-~Z;*A~~Z;*~~~ £w
~~OO.~~;iT-Z;*A~~-~j§..
"Life and Art of Zhang Daqian" is the first
exhibition that fully presents

Zhang Daqian is legendary inmany aspects, In life experi-

ence, he had a foray into bandit-
ry, studied in Japan, studied dy-
ing. had a stint of being a monk

and met Picasso, He lived in
many countries but always wore

a beard and donned a long robe,

Anywhere he was, he always
said 'Tm a Chinese" in a proud
tone, In artistic creation, he

studied ancient masterpieces of
paintings and learned from vari-

ous schools of art. His imitated

works of ancient classics are dif-

ficult to be distinguished from
originals, He lived in desserts of

Dunhuang for three years where

he replicated frescoes in caves

everyday, He made a living out
of selling paintings but he do-
nated many of his works to Tai-

pei Palace Museum and Taipei

Museum of History, He was well

versed in ancient painting skils
but he departed from traditional

skills and innovated oil splash
painting,

In order to give a whole

picture of the legendary Zhang
Daqian, Capital Museum also ex-

hibits works kept in Sichuan Mu-

seum, Jilin Museum and Tianjin

Museum. The exhibition gets the

blessing of Zhang's offspring.
who lend to the exhibition the
works Zhang made in his old
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The Qipao that Zhang Xinrui, daughter of Zhang
Daqian, holds dear to heart
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Zhang Daqian is in front of the Meiqiu Rock of Maya House. which is his residence in Taipei.
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age, for mainland museums don'

t have such works in collection,

Brotherly Love and Paternal
Love

Zhang Daqian was born in
Neijiang, Sichuan, in 1899, orig-

inally named Zhang Zhengquan,

Under the influence of his moth-

er and brother, he developed in-

terest for painting in childhood,

His mother, Zeng Youzhen, was

a reputable embroidery artist,
to whom Zhang became an as-
sistant as early as 10 years old,

Imitation of traditional patterns
constituted preliminary art edu-

cation,

At 19, Zhang Daqian was
sent by his family to Japan,

where he studied dying under
the care of his brother, Zhang
Shanzi, who was a famous
painter of tigers, Besides being
a brother, he was also Zhang
Daqian's mentor in his pursuit

for art. In his middle twen-

ties, Zhang Daqian followed his

brother to activities organized

by such art societies as "Qiu
Ying", where he met the art
elites of the time and discussed
artistic skils with them,

In the exhibition, the tigers

painted by Zhang Shanzi are
also put on show, Besides, there'

s a painting entitled "Three Goat

Auguring Good Luck", co-paint-

ed by Zhang Daqian and Zhang

Shanzi. The traditional theme
conveys vitality and shows
brotherly love,

Strolling around the exhibi-

tion hall, one may iTladvertently

turn around and see a special
piece: a plain Qipao, embroi-

dered with budding lotus, The
dress, an unlikely exhibit in a

painting exhibition, shows deep
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Three Goat Auguring Good Luck, co-painted by
Zhang Daqian and Zhang Shanzi
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broad shoulders of Bodihsattva;

the lines of torso and arms are
fluid; the hands are well-tex-

tured; the hard figure bones and
supple joints are in harmony,

Conventional wisdom has it that

Chinese painting are made in ink

and convey the idea, different
from western paintings, which
present reality,

Mr Zhang put the paper
on the grottos when mak-

ing replicas of the originals, a
method that. despite being later

criticized by archaeologists,

-i
i

I

ii

I

1941-1943lfìBJ, 5ii;t'fIIii!~:tlJ¡¡ ~~)¡+-¡¡xIíifj~~ , :Iil'fI1Jlltw'lll.

Eleven Bodihsattva of Late Tang Dynasty, replica made by Zhang Daqian, from 1941
to 1943, kept in Sichuan Museum.

paternal love towards daughter.
Zhang Xinrui, daughter of Zhang

Daqian, cherished it too much to

ever wear it.

"The Initiator of Dunhuang
Grotto Sequence"

In the i 940s, Zhang Daqian
led his family and apprentices
away from urban area for des-
sert, where he replicated the
grottos, This exhibition shows
i 6 such replicas, One is Bodi-

hsattva of Early Tang Dynasty,

Several sketches outlined the
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Bodihsattva of Early Tang Dynasty, replica made
by Zhang Daqian, from 1941 to 1943, kept in
Sichuan Museum.
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Waterfall and Mountain in Autumn, oil splash
painting made by Zhang Daqian in 1975, kept
by Zhang Daqian's offspring.
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produced a multitude of reliable

drafts, serving as a dependable
source for future studies,

Master of "Oil Splash"

The reputation of an art-
ist is determined by his artistic
achievements, The three oil
splash works on exhibition are
Scenery of Evening Creek and
Bridge, i 975, Waterfall and
Mountain in Autumn, i 975 and
Lake and Mountain, 198 i,

Ink splash was created in
ancient times, and Zhang Daq-

ian innovated colored oil splash,

in which ink and colored oil
merged on paper. The blank
space and the image, comple-

mented by light touches, formed

into a well-layered painting,

What is unknown is that the
change innovated by Zhang Daq-

ian in his old age was due to his

physical impairment. Afficted
by eye disease, Zhang was un-

ii';k'f 1 9751jf1=;:JJlf1=,j ~J¡ffllîH~.~~ , 1i';k'fJ§Áiti!.

Scenery of Evening Creek and Bridge, oil splash painting made by Zhang Daqian in 1975, kept by
Zhang's offspring.

able to continue to make deli-
cate paintings and thus changed
the traditional ink skil into oil
splash, giving traditional Chi-

nese painting a modern feel and

trailblazing a new school of art.

Lake and Mountain is a piece

made by Zhang before his ill-
ness, the only unfinished one in
this exhibition, The painting is
only in need for the last finish-
ing touch, Lu Mountain, another

unfinished piece created during

the same period, was donated
by Zhang's offspring to Taipei
Palace Museum, while Lake and

Mountain was kept with Zhang'

s family, It depicts the ethereal
environment that Zhang sought
after. Zhang travelled extensive-

ly and spent many years abroad
before finally settling down in
Taiwan, but he always longed

for his hometown, This painting

conveyed his wish to go back to
Sichuan, his hometown, ~
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Wooden arch bridge is of advanced techniques among traditional
Chinese wooden bridges and is not found elsewhere in the world, In
September, 2009, "Craft of Traditional Chinese Wooden Arch Bridge"
was included into the list of Intangible Cultural Heritage in Urgent
Safeguarding of UNESCO and has since received much attention from
UNESCO,
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Baixiang Bridge, Pingnan

"rainbow bridge", on
which a house is
built. The bridge

is also called "house

bridge", "folded line wooden

.._ ._ _ , r' bridge", "foldable rain and wind
J"~AÄ~*-.~~.:~~J$t.:: ' b rid g e ", "r a i n bow be a m woo den

',,' . ~t"'"
-,., 'l' bridge with house" and "arch bridge of

wood", Nevertheless, the most common name
used by ordinary folks is"hallway bridge",
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Prelude:
Choice of Venue and Abutment Construction

Wooden arch bridge is of advanced techniques

among traditional Chinese wooden bridges and
is not found elsewhere in the world, The delicate

craft has amazed the bridge experts of home and
abroad, Arch wooden bridges may differ in as-
pects of span, length, width, slope, material and
house shape, but basic techniques are the same,

The procedures include choosing venue, abutment

construction, measuring horizontal plane, building

arch, paving surface, building bridge house, mak-
ing house roof and decoration,

I!I "* W- !l tff
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mlMJt, 1J~~æ "Jxl7k" , tt~~æl~Jjt1"
In choosing bridge location, Fengshui and firmness should be taken into
consideration.

líli'ß" tE¡ij-1, PQfo~ll*trli'ß91tEl5-*~~ILt£-l'íI.i"
Construction of bridge abutmentln ancient times, it's a problem to keep the
bridge abutment on both banks on the same horizontal plane.
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Artisans are making sockets and tenons
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The choice of venue should take into
consideration geographical conditions and

Fengshui (auspicious element), Most bridges are
built near the lower reaches of a river to make up
for the void caused by wind in order to preserve
Fengshui of the vilage, The second consideration
is that bridges should be built across the banks
of hard rocks; or at least one bank should consist
of hard rocks so that abutment construction
is possible, The distance between the banks is
preferably not too long so that the arch doesn'

t have to be extended, According to the above

specifications, we choose a location that is 30
meters down the lower reaches of Ciyun Vilage

Creek to build the bridge,

There are three forms of bridge abutments:

Cliffs renovated; slabs or stones put on creek
rocks; abutment built on the banks or boat-shaped

abutment on the level banks, Because we choose a

location of flat terrain, we'll use the third form,

~t*~.. C~~~~OO) ~~ "~*fiW , ~-&*~ff, &~~OO~~~ffZ-.
Rainbow Bridge over the Bianshui River in Riverside Scene at Qingming Festival painted by Zhang Zeduan in the North Song dynasty.
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The water rack, resembling a swing, support all the wood material on arch.
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Winch's function is similar to that of hoist
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-Le:'Pæ
Three joint logs installment

-L1i'Pæ
Five joint logs installment

Prelude: Water Rack and Winch

The next day after the bridge abutment was
built. craftsman Huang Yuncai and I come to Ciyun

Vilage, He tells me the next step is to build arch,
which is key to the construction of the bridge,

We come to the creek and see five or six
workers are fixing the swing-shaped wooden
slab, Mr Huang says: "They are making water
rack and winch, Water rack is shaped similar
to swing, and thus also called "swing rack",
through which workers climb up and down, It
also serves as support for wood material used in
arch construction, Winch, made of wood, is used
to hoist logs up and down, It is especially useful
when a bridge is built in a deep valley, In ancient
times, there was no crane and winch was used
to hoist loads, The current construction is easy,
because the place is flat. The structure into which

logs will be arranged should be meticulously
planned, There should be no errors, Danger wil
arise in case of deviation when the arch is put in
place,

Climax: Construction of Arch
The first phase begins after water rack and

winch are completed, Workers winch logs and
beams onto water racks, The lower end of the log

is wedged into the underlying log and the tenon at

the upper end is inserted into the beam which is

~T'ßihlMt\AA
Arch of Luanfeng Bridge, Shouning
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Making sacrifice to beam
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Beam Installment
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perpendicular to the arch, equipped with sockets
at both ends, At this time, I feel the atmosphere is
becoming tense, as workers begin to chant. One
worker, with a naked torso, is pounding the beam
with iron hammer to beat the tenon into socket.
Mr Huang, standing at a high place, orders the
workers to fix logs and beams into the right place

with a loud voice, Logs and beams lodge against
each other. I realize the importance of material
preparation and head builder's orders. Should an

error occur, all the following steps wouldn't be
carried out correctly, After workers' assiduous
efforts, the first system of the arch--three-joint
log is put in place,

Afterwards, it comes to the installment of the

second system: five joint logs, It is fixed into the
angle formed by samson post and three joint logs
in a way that five joint logs and three joint logs
are staggered, Then the lower end of the five joint

logs is beaten into the underlying log, The tenon

at the upper end is inserted into beam so that the
five joint logs cross the bottom of the beam in the

three joint system, This is how the second system

is made, Mr Huang says with a serious tone: "Arch

is an entity formed by the closely fitting three

L

joint logs and five joint logs, Due to the close fix
of the two systems, a stable structure comes into

place that well supports the wooden bridge; there-

fore we could build a wooden bridge of large arch

within a short time, This is the key technique to
the construction of such bridge,"

End: Paving and House Construction

Upon completion of the arch, paving process

stars, The wooden slabs are installed, upon which

bridge floor, mostly cedar wood slabs of five centi-

meter, is layered,

Afterwards, house construction starts, To
build a bridge house is similar to build an ordinary

house, which could be built by artisans who craft
large items, The bridge is described to be "seven

sedan chairs and eight horses", which means
bridge road is of seven feet and six inch in width

and eight feet and six inch in height. Elements

such as time, place, financial means, craftsman-
ship lead to diversified interior and outer design
of bridge house,

After completing the house roof. niche and
rain shield are installed, marking the end of bridge

construction,
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House roof of Xiao Dong Bridge, Shouning--
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